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A B S T R A C T   

The thermal plume from a human significantly influences indoor air flows, impacting the dispersion of air constituents and consequently affecting indoor air quality. 
This is also relevant in the transport of respiratory particles, which results in spread of respiratory diseases including COVID-19 caused by SARS-CoV-2. Our focus is 
on the sitting condition, a common scenario in various ventilated spaces. Prior human thermal plume studies employed predominantly anemometers to measure flow 
field which lack spatial resolution and detailed flow field. Here, Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is utilized to directly visualize and analyze the human thermal 
plume. No direct comparison of thermal manikin and real human subject is considered in previous studies. Such experiments were performed with a thermal manikin 
and comparisons were made with a real human. The results show that the thermal plume from manikin without breathing function and the real person have 
similarities including bi-lobe structure of the flow field. The integral fluxes like volumetric flux, momentum flux, buoyancy force flux, and enthalpy flux were 
determined and compared. The average volume flux of real person and the thermal manikin was found to be 153 m3/h and 125 m3/h, respectively. The momentum 
flux was 0.005 N for both the cases. The estimation of enthalpy flux revealed that radiative heat transfer dominates and less than 50 % of the total flux is convected in 
the human thermal plume. In addition, a zonal simulation model was created and the volumetric flux was determined by simulation and is compared to the measured 
values.   

1. Introduction 

A human thermal plume induces a considerable flow in indoor 
conditions. This leads to the importance of human thermal plumes to the 
flow behavior in rooms [1]. Such flows are important in designing 
different indoor ventilation systems like mixing and displacement 
ventilation. In case of displacement ventilation, it is important to know 
the volumetric flow contribution from humans as that adds to the 
driving of the flow to the ventilation system [2]. In case of mixing 
ventilation, human thermal plumes add primarily to the mixing of the 
clean and polluted air [3,4]. For both the systems, it is important to have 
both qualitative and quantitative understanding of the contribution 
from the thermal plume of a human body. In case of mixing ventilation, 
human thermal plumes could impede the flow of fresh air towards the 
breathing zone, while the added turbulent intensity could aid diluting 
the concentration of the aerosol containing microbes or pollutants in air 
[3,4]. For displacement ventilation, the mean flow of thermal plume 
itself contributes for the bulk transport of the ventilation flow. However, 
induced mixing is generally not desirable in the lower regions, where 

occupants are present, as mixing results in transport of pollutants in the 
area, which is expected to be clean [5]. Here, the goal is to understand 
the induced flow due to human thermal plume without the effect of the 
external ventilation flows. This aids in specifically understanding the 
contribution of the human factor alone and serves as a foundation for 
simulating scenarios with manikins. The focus is on a sitting position, a 
prevalent scenario in numerous ventilated spaces such as offices, class-
rooms, and theaters, among others. 

The human thermal plume influences the airflow in human micro- 
environments and hence dispersion of air constituents to and from the 
breathing zone [3,6,7]. This is also relevant for the transport of respi-
ratory particles. These may contain viruses like the influenza virus or 
SARS-CoV-2. Hence, this has renewed the interest in understanding the 
influence of human thermal plume in the micro-environment and 
inhalation exposure [3,7,8]. The expired flow from breathing is also 
influenced by the rising thermal plume affecting their trajectory and 
carried up along with the plume. A numerical study [9] has shown that 
initial high velocity cough flow could also be ascended by the thermal 
plume of the body. Understanding the overall flow behavior is important 
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for designing solutions like physical barriers or air curtains [6] to 
improve the delivery of clean air to the occupants. The thermal plume is 
also important for special indoor environments like surgery rooms and 
clean rooms [10]. Humans emit volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and 
exfoliated skin, which is again carried by the human thermal plume [10, 
11]. The measurement of chemical signals in the human thermal plume 
is a potential sampling method for purposes including medical diagnosis 
or detection of concealed explosive trace [10–12]. 

Some studies have been conducted on thermal manikin flows and the 
effect of different parameters like clothing, breathing, and body posture 
[13–15]. Thermal plumes above male human subjects were carried out 
in Ref. [16]. Most of the studies relied on multiple anemometers capable 
of measuring only absolute velocities above 0.05 m/s [13–17]. The re-
view [18] discusses the importance of PIV measurements for indoor 
flows, which give detailed information on the complex flow fields 
including instantaneous velocity fields in addition to turbulent proper-
ties. However, studies on high resolution flow field measurements of the 
human thermal plume are rare. Previous PIV studies on manikin involve 
the effect of standing and sitting [1], breathing zone flow [19], and ef-
fect of confinement [20]. A planar PIV measurement of a standing 
human male was also conducted in Ref. [8]. However, specifically the 
eddy convective-velocity field was measured due to large field of view 
measurement as individual particles were not resolvable [8]. This could 
lead to erroneous velocities when out-of-field motions are present. 

Further, understanding of the overall thermal budget of humans in 
indoor condition is useful to predict and simulate the effective induced 
flow and the micro-environment around the human. In scenarios 
involving expansive spaces such as substantial rooms or buildings, a 
pragmatic method for approximating these combined effects involves 
the adoption of a zonal-based approach [21,22]. This strategy proves 
advantageous particularly in situations where employing Computa-
tional Fluid Dynamics (CFD) would prove excessively time-consuming 
for simulations like three dimensional rooms. The zonal-based 
approach offers a practical means of ascertaining overall heat transfer 
and total fluid flow within large indoor conditions. 

As mentioned above, only few of the studies involved real human 
subjects. Further, there has been no direct comparison of thermal 
manikin and human thermal plume. In this regard, the main contribu-
tions of the article include.  

- Complete description of the velocity field of human thermal plume 
including the rising breath revealing the bi-lobe structure in average 
field.  

- Direct comparison of the plume from the manikin without breathing 
function to a real human subject and comparison between different 
scenarios with human subject.  

- Instantaneous flow field above the head with all flow components 
resulting in comparison of the modes in the fluctuating field.  

- The thermal budget of the thermal manikin with consideration of the 
split between the radiative and convective heat transfer.  

- Comparison of the volumetric flux by measurements and a zonal 
simulation approach. 

2. Experiments 

2.1. Setup and procedure 

The measurements were carried out in a room with a size of 2.8 mL ×

2.5 mW × 2.5 mH. This small room was realized by a housing within a 
larger room, keeping thermal effects through the walls as small as 
possible. The schematic of the stereoscopic PIV experimental setup is 
shown in Fig. 1. The housing has openings for camera view and the laser 
light-sheet. The measurement equipment including the two cameras, the 
laser, and the computers was placed outside the housing. Due to the 
large field of view, an in-house built calibration target based on LEGO 
was utilized [23]. The thermal manikin (average power approximately 

80 W) was switched on 1 hour prior to the start of the experiments and 
the room was nebulized by DEHS particles with a mean diameter of dp ≈

0.4 μm. The thermal manikin does not have a breathing function and 
incorporates only thermal convection boundary layer. The measurement 
plane was located 30 cm above the head of the manikin. The images 
were recorded with two Imager sCMOS cameras from LaVision GmbH 
(Germany) using Zeiss Makro Planar 50 mm lenses. 2000 image pairs 
were recorded at an image pair acquisition rate of 1 Hz. Further tests 
were also conducted with a real person and comparisons are made. The 
measuring system was controlled by the DaVis 10 software from LaV-
ision GmbH, which was also utilized for data evaluation. 

The interest in this work is to study the effect of human in a room 
where the wall effects could be considered negligible. Initial experi-
ments, outlined in the supplementary information, revealed challenges 
in controlling large-scale flows within the large room, leading to sig-
nificant wandering of the thermal plume. Capturing the entire plume 
under these conditions proved to be challenging. Consequently, we 
choose a smaller room that still maintains sufficient size to disregard 
wall effects. The chosen area, 7.5 m2, is smaller than an individual office 
space and is more characteristic of an open plan or workstation space 
[24]. This is deemed adequate for examining the contribution of a 
person’s flow, with the exception of large scale flows inherent to large 
rooms. This adjustment ensures a more manageable experimental setup. 

The control mechanism of the heat input to the manikin is important. 
Some studies consider a constant outer skin temperature for the 
manikin, while others define a fixed heat input to the manikin. The 
response of the manikin would be different according to the control 
mechanism chosen. Here, we consider a constant heat input to the 

Fig. 1. (A) Experimental setup for stereoscopic PIV, yellow × sign indicates the 
temperature sensor position to measure the room temperature gradient. (b) The 
top view within the housing enclosing the manikin, green × sign indicates the 
temperature sensor position to measure room temperature at the laser height 
for thermal field determination. (For interpretation of the references to color in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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manikin. The assumption in this case is that individuals indoors are 
attired in appropriate clothing to facilitate comfortable heat dissipation 
from the body. 

One of the challenges in large area PIV visualization in air is to find 
the optimum between enough scattered light from particles, which are 
still reliable tracers [18]. Larger particles would lead to more scattered 
light; however, it must be ensured that they sufficiently follow the flow. 
One of the methods to satisfy the above conditions is to utilize 
helium-filled soap bubbles (diameter of few hundred micrometers) [25]. 
However, the lifetime of such bubbles is small (~5 min) which might not 
be enough for equilibration and to acquire statistical data. Therefore, the 
Stokes number and the sedimentation velocity due to gravity have to be 
considered. The Stokes number is defined by St = τpu0/l0 [26], with u0 

being the characteristic flow velocity, l0 the characteristic length scale, 
and τp the particle relaxation time. DEHS particles with an average 
diameter of 0.4 μm in air lead to a particle relaxation time of τp ≈ 4⋅ 10− 7 

s [27]. Considering the order of magnitude of the velocity, (10− 1 m/s), 
and the length scale (10− 2 m) (resolution of the PIV measurements), the 
calculated Stokes number is St ≈ O (10− 6), which is ≪ 1 meaning that 
the particles follow the flow quite well. The sedimentation velocity ug 

due to gravity can be determined by ug = d2
p(ρp − ρf )g/(18μ) [18], which 

leads to ug ≈ 4 μm/s. This is negligible compared to the flow velocity 
induced by the manikin and the human. Hence, the particles considered 
are reliable tracers. 

To have enough scattered light from these small particles in a large 
area PIV visualization, the forward scattering mode was used. The laser 
is placed behind the thermal manikin, while the cameras are placed in 
the front (as shown in Fig. 1) ensuring high light intensities reaching the 
cameras. 

The real person was male with a height of 1.8 m and a weight of 75 
kg. The person was wearing formal dress with no coat on. Different 
scenarios of the real person were recorded: normal breathing via nose, 
talking, breathing with mask on, and normal breathing with person 
performing various actions. For these cases, 1000 image pairs were 
recorded. 

Temperature measurements were carried out by PT100 sensors with 
an accuracy of ±0.03 ◦C (1/10 DIN accuracy) and the PT-104 data 
logger from Pico Technology. The vertical room temperature gradient 
was measured at the four locations as shown in Fig. 1a. For the mea-
surements of the temperature field above the thermal manikin, three 
sensors scanned the area of interest with measurement time of 15 min at 
each location. The grid for these measurements is 4 cm × 4 cm. The 
average of these data of the last 7.5 min is considered for each location. 
This is to mitigate the effect of initial transience due to the movement of 
the sensors. Further, the excess temperature (ΔT) with respect to the 
room temperature at the same height (shown in Fig. 1b) is calculated. 

2.2. Uncertainty analysis 

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analysis inherently involves 
random and systematic errors; however, quantification is a complex 
task. Nonetheless, obtaining an estimate for the uncertainty associated 
with PIV results is a valuable and essential practice. 

One of the systematic errors likely to affect large field of view PIV 
measurements is peak locking [26]. This is the bias of the observed 
displacement towards integer values when the particle image diameter 
is smaller than ~2 pixels. The observed displacements in the stereo-
scopic results did not reveal any such bias. Further analysis was done on 
the two-dimensional PIV results from the cameras. The observed dis-
tributions of the x and y displacements are shown in Fig. 2a and b, 
respectively. The histograms reveal a mild peak locking with shoulder 
near the integral pixel values. Hence, the associated error is assumed to 
be small. 

Further, the uncertainty of the measured stereoscopic instantaneous 
velocity was calculated with the uncertainty estimation implemented in 
DaVis [28] to be Vu ~ 0.01 m/s. The statistical error associated with the 
mean field could be estimated to be Vu/

̅̅̅̅
N

√
, where N is the total number 

of samples/snapshots analyzed. For the current case with N = 1000, the 
random error ~0.0003 m/s is very small. 

3. Numerical simulations 

For the numerical simulations, a zonal simulation model is created 
from the test setup. The model is based on the Velocity Propagation 
Zonal Model (VEPZO) [22] implemented in Modelica [29]. The zonal 
approach makes it possible to obtain locally resolved temperature dis-
tributions with small computational effort at reasonable accuracy and to 
predict flow patterns due to heat loads or mechanical air flows. An 
included radiant model calculates the long-wave radiant heat exchange 
between the surfaces contained in the model. Here, each surface has a 
thermal node with corresponding surface properties. The radiative ex-
change is calculated using a view factor matrix. The measurements 
described above serve as a basis of comparison. 

In the simulations, the buoyancy plumes resulting from convective 
heat input by humans are investigated and these are compared with the 
measurements. The buoyancy volume flow, which is determined from 
the measured flow velocities perpendicular to the z-plane (see Fig. 3), is 
used as a comparison value. Furthermore, conclusions can be drawn 
about the enthalpy flow by recording and calculating the temperature 
difference due to the heat input. 

For zonal modeling, the air volume in the experimental room is 
divided into 7 zones in the x-direction, 5 zones in the y-direction, and 6 
zones in the z-direction. Fig. 3 shows the zonal grid of the simulation 
model and Table 1 lists the dimensions of each zone. 

In addition, another simulation model with a finer zone grid in the 
considered area is created to investigate the dependence of the zone 

Fig. 2. Histogram of the (a) x and (b) y displacements in the 2D PIV analysis of the observed field.  
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sizes as well. The zone sizes and the details are presented in the sup-
plementary information. 

There are no ventilation sources or sinks in the model. The air flow 
results exclusively from the thermal conditions. For this purpose, a 
temperature of 24.3 ◦C is initialized as in the measurements. The bottom 
is assumed to be adiabatic, and the other enclosing surfaces are 
considered isothermal. In order to realistically represent the heat loads 
due to the manikin, it is implemented in the zonal model in different 
ways (see Fig. 4). The heat load in both variants is 80 W like in the 
experiment. The emitted heat load represents a defined heat source in 
the center of the respective zone. For the heat source, a convective as 
well as the radiative heat emission is taken into account. 

In the finer model, the human heat load is divided into 22 zones. The 
division is done in the same way as in the model with the partitioned 
heat load by zones. 

Because the model calculates the averaged flow velocities over a 
zone area, the simulated and measured velocities cannot be compared 
directly. The volume flows, instead, can be summed up over the 
considered area and thus form the basis for comparison between mea-
surement and model. In the model, no distinction regarding heat loads is 
made between breathing and speaking, and wearing a mask. For the 
comparison the total head load of 80 W is considered. In addition, the 
excess temperature (ΔT) with respect to the room temperature is 
compared with the experimental data. The average temperatures of the 
last 7 min are used for comparison with the experiments. 

4. Results 

This section presents the average flow fields, fluctuating flow fields, 
integral properties obtained from experiments, and the simulation re-
sults from the zonal model. 

4.1. Average velocity fields from experiments 

Fig. 5 shows the mean velocity fields induced by the thermal manikin 

Fig. 3. Zoning of the test environment with position of the thermal manikin and a temperature sensor (a) in the x-z plane and (b) in the x-y plane with the 2 viewing 
planes in gray. 

Table 1 
Dimensions of the zonal model.  

Zone-number x-direction [m] y-direction [m] z-direction [m] 

1 0.50 0.80 0.40 
2 0.50 0.40 0.45 
3 0.20 0.40 0.45 
4 0.40 0.40 0.30 
5 0.40 0.80 0.45 
6 0.20  0.45 
7 0.30    

Fig. 4. Implementation of the human heat load in the model (a) by a central heat load or (b) by a zone partitioned heat load.  
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and the real person. The results are obtained from 2000 statistically 
independent vector fields for the thermal manikin and 1000 statistically 
independent vector fields for the real person. In both cases, the 
recording was performed with 1 Hz acquisition rate. The center of the 
head is located at x = 0, y = 0. The field from the thermal manikin shows 
a more distinct lobe towards the front (off-centered to the left) with a 
second maximum of the vertical velocity. This results from the plume of 
the legs. For the real person with normal breathing (Fig. 5b), the plume 
reveals a qualitatively similar behavior with a clear lobe towards front. 
However, the peak of the vertical velocity component is lower (0.17 m/ 
s) in case of the real person compared to the thermal manikin (0.23 m/ 
s). 

The plume axis meanders (or wanders) in time resulting in non- 
axisymmetric flow above the head in both the cases. Such wandering 
has been reported before with low temperature plumes including human 
thermal plumes [16]. The time dependent meandering was reduced with 
the incorporation of the housing, however it does not eliminate it. 

Fig. 6 compares the flow fields for different scenarios with the real 
person: talking, and breathing with mask on. The comparison of the 
talking case (Fig. 6a) with the normal breathing case (Fig. 5b) reveals 
that the plume above the head is similar. However, when the person is 
talking, the second lobe is elongated further towards the front. This 
indicates the effect of the further propagation of the breath while 
speaking. On the other hand, when the person is wearing a mask 
(Fig. 6b), the second lobe is further constricted and nearly merges with 
the plume above the head. The peak of the vertical velocity component is 
lower (0.16 m/s) for the talking case compared to normal breathing 

(0.17 m/s), while it is slightly higher in case of wearing a mask (0.18 m/ 
s). 

Further, it is of interest to know how the thermal plume is modified 
by the person performing some actions – like normal movements of a 
person at a desk or cashier etc. A case with the person performing 
movements of such kind was conducted and the result is presented in 
Fig. 6c. The peak velocity is found to be 0.11 m/s which is significantly 
smaller in comparison to the other cases with the real person. However, 
the horizontal spread of the vertical velocity has increased. It can also 
been seen that the velocity does not approach zero towards the front 
indicating the extent of the plume to be larger than the visualized area. 
Further, some additional care has been taken in processing the raw data 
as the action sometimes lead to the person interfering the camera view, 
and these cases were not considered for the averaging shown here. 

4.2. Fluctuating velocity and Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) 
analysis 

Fig. 7 reveals the standard deviation of the w-velocity component for 
the thermal manikin and the real person (with nasal breathing). It can be 
observed that the velocity field is completely captured as the standard 
deviation approaches zero within the visualization window. 

For a more detailed analysis of the dynamics of the flow field, the 
instantaneous fluctuating velocity field is decomposed into a spatial 
part, the orthonormal bases φn(x, y), and a temporal part with the co-
efficients ai

n(t) [20,30]: 

Fig. 5. Comparison of the w-component of the velocity contour above (a) the thermal manikin and (b) the real person. Average room temperature is 24.3 ◦C and 
25.9 ◦C for thermal manikin and real person, respectively. Average vertical temperature gradient in the room is 0.34 K/m and 0.22 K/m for thermal manikin and real 
person, respectively. x = 0, y = 0 is directly above the center of the head. 

Fig. 6. Contour map of the w-velocity component of the velocity above the real person for scenarios: (a) talking, (b) wearing mask, and (c) performing actions. x = 0, 
y = 0 is directly above the center of the head. The average vertical temperature gradient in the room is 0.22 K/m with a room temperature of 25.9 ◦C. 
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ui(x, y, t) =
∑N

n=0
ai

n(t)φn(x, y) (1)  

where i represents the snapshot of an instantaneous velocity field and n 
the POD mode. Here, 1000 snapshots of the visualized flow in all the 
cases are analyzed. The eigenvalue λn of each mode φn characterizes the 
kinetic energy contained in the mode n, which is arranged in decreasing 
contribution of the kinetic energy. 

The energy distribution between the modes of the thermal manikin 
and the real person is presented in Fig. 8a. Further, the comparison of 
the real person cases of normal breathing, with mask and talking also 

resulted in energy distributions which nearly overlap (not shown here). 
The first 20 to 30 modes account for approx. 50 % of the total energy and 
a few hundred modes for 80 % of the total energy. This indicates that the 
energy is distributed in a significant high number of modes and cannot 
be simplified considering only a few modes. It is interesting that the 
distribution of the thermal manikin flow is similar to the real person 
though thermal manikin does not incorporate breathing (see Fig. 8a). 

Further analysis was conducted with merging all cases: thermal 
manikin, real person cases of normal breathing, with mask and talking. 
Fig. 8b demonstrates the energy distribution among the modes, which 
reveals a similar pattern to Fig. 8a. This indicates that all the cases share 
many of the modes. Fig. 8c displays the physical modes of the ensemble 

Fig. 7. Contour map of the standard deviation of the w-velocity component for (a) the thermal manikin and (b) the real person (nasal breathing). Average room 
temperature is 24.3 ◦C and 25.9 ◦C for the thermal manikin and the real person, respectively. The average vertical temperature gradient in the room is 0.34 K/m and 
0.22 K/m for the thermal manikin and the real person, respectively. x = 0, y = 0 is directly above the center of the head. 

Fig. 8. Energy distributions of POD modes: (a) comparison of the thermal manikin and real person, (b) with ensemble of the snapshots from cases: thermal manikin, 
real person normal breathing, with mask and talking. (c) The POD spatial modes with the ensemble case as in (b). Here the in-plane velocity is represented by vectors, 
and the color contours indicate the vertical velocity (normalized with the peak of the mode). The x and y scales of the contour are the same as in Fig. 7. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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cases, revealing the scales and shapes of the fluctuations. Primary modes 
illustrate the large-scale meandering of the thermal plume. For instance, 
mode 1 displays the frontal lobe deflection, nearly rotating around the 
center of the head. Additionally, the plume directly over the head also 
displaces slightly. Higher modes indicate progressively smaller scales as 
observed for n = 10 and 100 (cf. Fig. 8c). Still these scales remain 
comparable to the size of the macroscopic field of view and hence the 
decrease in energy of modes is gradual (cf. Fig. 8b). 

The distribution observed here is similar to the cases of buoyant jets 
and thermal plumes from cooking presented in literature [30,31]. A 
study on the thermal plume from a manikin found in literature [20] with 
POD analysis revealed that first four modes contained more than 50% of 
the total energy. However, it needs to be emphasized that the case in 
Ref. [20] is a thermal manikin in confined space and that the area 
considered for POD analysis is small. An additional POD analysis on the 
2D PIV data (data shown in supplementary information) obtained here 
with a smaller window revealed that the energy to be contained in fewer 
modes and approaching that of found in Ref. [20]. This suggests that the 
entire fluctuations of the thermal plume, particularly related to the 
frontal lobe, are not captured in the 2D PIV visualization. 

4.3. Integral properties 

Integral fluxes like volumetric flux V, momentum flux I, buoyancy 
force density P, and enthalpy flux Q are determined by [16,32]. 

V =
∑

w⋅ΔA (2)  

I = ρ
∑

w2⋅ΔA (3)  

P= ρgβ
∑

ΔT⋅ΔA (4)  

Q= ρCp

∑
(ΔTw)⋅ΔA (5)  

where ρ is the density of air (here taken as 1.2 kg/m3), and w is the z- 
component of the velocity, ΔA is the cell size, g is the acceleration due to 
gravity, β is the coefficient of thermal expansion of air (here taken as 
0.0034 1/K), ΔT is the excess temperature, and Cp is the heat capacity of 
air (here taken as 1 kJ/(kg K)). 

The determined fluxes from the experimental data with the thermal 
manikin and various cases with the real person are presented in Fig. 9. It 
is observed that the volumetric flux and momentum flux quantities are 
similar in all cases for the real person. In comparison, the volumetric flux 
of the manikin is slightly lower than that of the real person. The mo-
mentum flux is similar in case of the thermal manikin and the real 
person. 

For the calculation of the buoyancy force density and the enthalpy 
flux, one needs the measurement of the temperature field in a plane 
above the head. This was conducted in an independent trial with the 

thermal manikin. A total area of 720 mm × 720 mm in the horizontal 
plane above the head of the manikin was scanned with three PT100 
temperature sensors connected on a x-y traverse system with a sensor 
spacing of 40 mm. The tips of the sensors were located at the same height 
as the velocity measurement plane (0.3 m above the head). From the 
measured temperatures, the temperature increase (ΔT) was calculated 
with respect to the room temperature, which was captured by the 
reference sensor at the same time instances, see Fig. 1b. This approach 
takes into account the increasing temperature in the room due to the 
power input from the manikin. The measured temperature excess above 
the thermal manikin is presented in Fig. 10. Similar to the velocity 
measurements, the peak temperature excess is off centered. Further, the 
lateral extent of the temperature excess is less compared to the w-ve-
locity component. 

The derived integral buoyancy force density and enthalpy flux are P 
= 0.0042 ± 0.0003 kg/s2 and Q = 15.5 ± 1.4 W, respectively (where the 
confidence interval is one standard deviation). Since the temperature 
distribution is measured over a long time span, the measurements are an 
average of the plume meandering and need to be considered as an 
approximate. For a similar case of a thermal manikin (72 W) with no 
breathing reported in literature [15], the derived values are P = 0.0042 
kg/s2; Q = 16.5 W at 0.7 m above the manikin. 

It is instructive to compare the measured enthalpy flux to the total 
power input to the thermal manikin. It is interesting to note that the total 

Fig. 9. Comparison of the integral fluxes between the real person and the thermal manikin: (a) volumetric flux, and (b) momentum flux.  

Fig. 10. Temperature excess map above the thermal manikin. x = 0, y = 0 is 
directly above the center of the head. The room temperature is measured at the 
location shown in Fig. 1b. 
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power input to the manikin is 80 W. However, the measured enthalpy 
flux carried by the thermal plume at 0.3 m above the head is only a 
fraction of it (~20%). 

The total convective heat input from the manikin would be the 
measured one above the head in case there is no vertical temperature 
gradient in the room. However, this is not the case when there is a 
vertical temperature gradient in the room as the plume continuously 
entrains air from the room. Hence, in case of the energy conservation 
analysis, the manikin heats the air at the botom near its foot with base 
temperature of the room and further adds heat from the room through 
the entrainment as it rises. Since the enthalpy flux calculated above is 
with respect to the room temperature at the measured height (0.3 m 
above head), the measured value is lower than the total convective heat 
input to the room from the manikin. Another extreme for the total 
convective heat input can be approximated by considering the base 
temperature of the room. In this approximation, the heat input due to 
entrainment is neglected, as the entrained air is at higher temperature 
(due to room vertical temperature gradient) compared to the base 
temperature. Table 2 lists the enthalpy flux considering the room base 
temperature for different vertical temperature gradient in the room. 

In reality, the enthalpy flux is expected to be in-between that of 
calculated with the vertical temperature gradient in the room (say 0.34 
K/m) and the one calculated with respect to the room temperature at 
0.3 m above head. In order to calculate the exact contribution, one needs 
to know the entrainment volume as a function of the height of the 
thermal manikin. 

An approximation for the heat transfer contribution between the 
manikin and the room might also be calculated by considering the 
electrical analogy. For the real human, the mechanisms of heat transfer 
involved are: convection, radiation, respiration and evaporation [33]. 
For the thermal manikin case, only convection and radiation heat 
transfer must be considered. In a simplified one-dimensional approxi-
mation, the radiative and convective resistances can be written as: 

Rrad =
1

εσAF12
(
T2

s + T2
room

)
(Ts + Troom)

; Rconv = 1

/

(hcA) (6)  

ε is the emissivity of the body, σ is the Stefan’s Boltzmann constant, A is 
the surface area of the body losing heat, F12 is the view factor, Ts is the 
temperature of the body losing heat, Troom is the average room tem-
perature, and hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient. 

The effective resistance (R) in parallel is: 

1
R
=

1
Rrad

+
1

Rconv
(7) 

The total heat flow can be related to the temperature drop between 
the manikin surface and the room temperature as Q = (Ts − Troom)/ R. 
The resulting equation can be solved for Ts and then the relative 
contribution of the convective and radiative heat transfer is found. Here, 
we assume a view factor of 1 between the manikin and the room, an 
emissivity of manikin = 0.9, and the surface area of the thermal manikin 
of 1.9 m2. For an average room temperature of 25 ◦C Table 3 lists the 
calculated values for the total power of 80 W. An approximation of the 
convective heat transfer coefficient is found to be ~2.5 W/(m2K) by 
considering a 1 m vertical plate heat transfer [27]. In general, the 
convective heat transfer of the human body is dependent on the posture 

of the body, the room temperature and the room conditions [34]. For 
natural convection in sitting position, the value varies between 2.2 and 
3.5 depending on the correlation and the surface temperature of the 
thermal manikin [34]. Here, the measured temperature of the thermal 
manikin is 5–6 ◦C above the room temperature (25 ◦C). 

The resulting surface temperature (Ts) as well as the radiative (Qrad) 
and convective heat transfer (Qconv) are listed in Table 3. 

It is observed that the radiation heat transfer to the room dominates 
compared to the convection. It is interesting to note that the prior nu-
merical simulation [33] also revealed that radiation is the major 
contribution for heat transfer to the room. 

4.4. Simulation results 

The comparison of the locally resolved volume flows of the two 
integration types of the heat loads (see Fig. 4) at a height of 1.6 m is 
shown in Fig. 11. The volumetric flow due to a central heat load in-
fluences the neighboring zones beside the dummy. If all positive values 
are added up (zones (x_y) 4_3, 5_2, 5_3, 5_4, 6_2, 6_3 and 6_4), this results 
in a total volume flow of 154 m3/h. If the heat load is introduced into the 
model proportionally over several zones, more air rises over the legs and 
less over the center of the body (chest and head). This results in a lower 
total volume flow of 135 m3/h. Due to the higher temperature with the 
central heat load, a larger buoyancy volume flow is formed than with the 
separated heat load. Here, a higher proportion flows to the side and not 
upwards. 

If the simulation values are compared with the measured buoyancy 
flows, a good correspondence of both can be noticed (see Fig. 12). The 
simulated values lie between the measured values of the real person and 
the thermal manikin. In addition, the deviation of the simulation volume 
flows due to the different integration of the heat loads corresponds 
approximately the deviation of the measured buoyancy flow between 
the dummy and a real person. 

The total buoyancy volume flow for the finer model is 160.7 m3/h, 
which is slightly higher than for the original models. Since the buoyancy 
volume flow is considered at a height of 1.6 m, the value is mainly 
dependent on the heat release in the upper area in the immediate vi-
cinity. The head and shoulder area emits 3 W more here and includes 8 
zones instead of one. This leads to the increased buoyancy volume flow. 
The detailed results of this model are provided in Supplementary In-
formation (8.2). 

The excess temperatures in the test room are shown in Fig. 13. A 
maximum temperature excess of 0.6 K directly above the head is 
simulated. Further away from the heating load, no excess temperature 
can be detected. The excess temperatures in the model with the finer 
grid also yield a maximum value of 0.6 m/s over the head. These values 
are lower than the measured temperature excess (see Fig. 10). This is 
explained by the zonal model approach. The simulated temperatures 
represent the mean values of a zone and not absolute values. Thus, finely 
resolved peak values cannot be represented. 

If the enthalpy flux is calculated from the simulated volume flows 
and temperature excesses (see equation (5) and Figs. 11 and 13), it re-
sults in a flux of 16.9 W (central heat load), 18.0 W (proportionate heat 
load), and also 16.9 W for the finer grid model. This includes enthalpy 

Table 2 
Calculated enthalpy flux considering the vertical temperature gradient dT/dz in 
the room.  

dT/dz [K/m] Q [W] Q [in % of total power] 

0 15.45 19.3 
0.20 25.89 32.4 
0.25 28.50 35.6 
0.30 31.11 38.9 
0.35 33.73 42.2  

Table 3 
The surface temperature, the radiation heat transfer, and the convective heat 
transfer by the effective resistance calculation.  

Convective heat transfer coefficient h [W/ 
(m2K)] 

Ts [◦C] Qrad [W] Qconv [W] 

2.2 30.43 57.29 22.71 
2.5 30.23 55.14 24.86 
2.8 30.05 53.14 26.86 
3.0 29.93 51.89 28.11 
3.2 29.82 50.69 29.31 
3.5 29.66 48.99 31.01  
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flux upward, but not to the side. The simulation model can also be used 
to calculate the proportions of heat dissipation by radiation and con-
vection. The calculations are the based on the following equations: 

Qconv = hc(Ts − Tair)A (6)  

Qrad = σε
(
Ts

4 − Tair
4)A (7) 

The air temperature Tair is equal to the room temperature in both 
equations. The convective heat transfer coefficient hc acts as an input 
parameter and is set to 3.5 W/(m2K). The results are listed in Table 4. 

Comparing these values with the calculated data in Table 3, a good 
agreement can be observed. 

To analyze how convective heat is distributed, a virtual box is 
created around the human and the enthalpy fluxes are balanced over the 
respective boundary surfaces. The result from the simulation with a 
proportional implementation of the heat load is visualized in Fig. 14. 

5. Conclusion 

The results presented here show that the thermal plume from a 
manikin without breathing function has many similarities in the average 
flow field above the head with the field induced by a real person. The 
vertical velocity component reaches a peak of 0.17 m/s for the real 
person, which is lower than the peak of 0.23 m/s observed for the 
thermal manikin. However, the structures of the thermal plumes 

Fig. 11. Sectional views at the height of the viewing plane (1.6 m) with simulated vertical buoyancy volume flows in m3/h (upward flow: positive values) by (a) a 
central and (b) a proportional implementation of the heat load. 

Fig. 12. Comparison of buoyancy volumetric fluxes between measurement 
and simulation. 

Fig. 13. Sectional views at the height of the viewing plane (1.6 m) with temperatures exceeding the room temperature (zone 2_1) by (a) a central and (b) a pro-
portional implementation of the heat load. 

Table 4 
Contribution of the radiation heat transfer, convective heat transfer and surface 
temperature by the simulation model.   

Convective heat transfer 
coefficient hc [W/(m2K)] 

Ts 

[◦C] 
Qrad 

[W] 
Qconv 

[W] 

Central heat load 3.5 29.2 51.1 28.9 
Proportional heat 

load   
50.6 29.4 

Zone 4_3_1 3.5 27.6 4.3 3.0 
Zone 4_3_2 27.9 5.0 3.7 
Zone 5_3_2 29.5 25.7 14.3 
Zone 5_3_3 29.9 15.6 8.4 
Proportional heat 

load (finer grid) 
3.5  50.6 29.6  
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resemble to some extent in both cases, revealing bi-lobe like structure 
with the secondary lobe to the front. The second lobe in case of thermal 
manikin is possibly due to the thermal plume from the legs. The study 
found that the thermal plume from the real person had an average 
volume flux of 153 m3/hr, while the thermal manikin exhibited 125 m3/ 
hr. Momentum flux was consistent at 0.005 N for both cases. Further-
more, the breathing, speaking, and with mask cases of the real person 
resulted in similar integral fluxes with changes in the nature of the 
extent of the plume. The characterizations of these phenomena are 
important because they cannot be simulated by the manikin, while they 
affect the extent and strength of the thermal convection flow. The 
fluctuating flow field also revealed similarities between the real person 
and the thermal manikin including the energy distribution in different 
modes by POD analysis. This indicates that the thermal manikin 
reasonably simulates the major flow characteristics and the fluctuating 
flow observed in the real person thermal plume. Further, considering 
few modes of the flow is insufficient to capture the flow field established 
by the manikin/human. Enthalpy flux calculation showed that the ra-
diation mechanism dominates in the scenarios discussed. 

In summary, upward rising flow from a human at regular scenarios of 
a sitting person (no activity) has been characterized and compared with 
a thermal manikin. This study has highlighted the necessity of large field 
of view PIV to completely capture the flow dynamics of the human 
thermal plume. The heat interaction of the human/manikin with the 
surroundings is dominated by radiation; however, the convective flow 
induced is significant and important for indoor ventilation design. 
Furthermore, it can be implemented in a zonal model with a good cor-
respondence between simulated and measured data. 
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